For y = 0 one obtains a prolat. e eliipsoid of resolution with three axes of symmetry.. For y = one obtains an oblate ellipsoid of revolution.
For even-even nuclei the mean value of the quadrupole moment in the ground state is zero. In the first excited state of spin 2+, the mean value of the quadrupole moment is -.cos(3r) 0 7 9-8 sin (3y)
where Q• = 3Zfl 2 P (5 it)_l/2 In the 2+ second excited state (.2 1 ) the mean value of the quadrupole moment is = Ql .
III.: RATIO OF REDUCED ThANSITION PROBABILITIES FOR ELECTRIC -QUADRUPOLE AND MAGNETIC -DIPOLE RADIATIONS
We can write the ratio of the reduced transition probabilitis for electirc-quadrupole and magnetic-dipole radiations as B(E2;E' -2) -80
whe3e P= (é, R6/gt 0 ) 2 . -We define 1o12 =T(E2)/T(IV1l), then according to this 'theory, we get .
I 2 = (0.21 k2 /80P), where k = (E 2 -E1 )/±c, and .
. 31 where E is expressed in key. If we make sin 2 (31) = y, the R 2 , ratio becomes 1/2 2' . '
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IV. ENERGY-LEVEL RATIOS
V. RATIOS FOR REDUCED EECTRIC-QUADRUPOLE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
The. asymmetric-rotor theory gives the following expressions::for the ratios Of the •electric-guadrupo1e transition probabilities: . . -7-
Mallmann plotted the experimental ratios R 6 and B8 as a function of R (see Fig. 1 ) and found the following behavior; 1
E6 as a function of 24 If one plOts an empirical curve of R 6 , for R values from one up to 10/3, one can see that there is not any discontinuity in going from t? v ibrationalfl to "rotational" nuclei, This is an indication that the behavior of R 6 with respect to R is independent of the "type" of the nucleus. The DF cannot predict the behavior of B6 in this wide range, be cause. it does not hold for values of R ) < 8/3.
The behavior of R, B 6 , R8 , and R as a function of B 2 has recently been studied by Mallmann and Kerman. 5 Figure 2 shows the mentioned ratios Table':III,   Table III Values of y, H 2 ,H1 , H1 , and R111 for y = 0 and 30 degrees Definite departures from DF predictions exist, particularly in the medium-weight nuclei with B 2 < 3 .
• (2) B as a function of B 2
In this case also, DF predicts a good qualitative agreement with the experimental data. Again, nuclei close to closed shells fall outside the DF theoretical curve (see Fig. 5 ).
() a111 as a function of B 2
Here we can repeat what was said in case (2). The only theory that provides quantitative predictions for this ratio is DF. For values of B2 comprised between 2 and 2.5, the theoretical results are some what model-independent and all of them agree with experiment within a factor of ii. (see Fig, 6 ).
As a general conclusion, we can say that the agreement with predictions of the DF theory is fairly good (as shown in Figs. 1 through 6) , especially in the so-called rotational region and in a wider range than that of the BM theory.
Definite departures from theOretical DF predictions exist in the vibrational region. 8.
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Vii; CONCLUsIONS
The descriptions in Section VI reveal that some experimental review of the excited levels .ndB(Ea)-transitionprobablities ineven-even nuclei is needed More information is also needed to verify that DF predictions are better for strongly deformed nuclei.
From the results discussed in Section VI we propose to review the experimental work in the following nuclei:
Zirconium-92 92 The nucleus Zr should be studied more carefully. One does not krow with certainty that the second excited level is 2+. Also in both E2/IvI1 ratios and B(E2) ratios, it falls fax from theoretical rotational or vibrational prediátions. It. seems to conform to single-particle estimations The study of this nuclide is particularly.interesting because its excited levels are fed from ffb 92 and Nb92m (bye leátroñ capture) and from Y92 (by decay,
Osmiurn•-186
The systematics on the energy ratios for excited states indicate that the energy of the 6+ level in Os 86 is not well assigned so far. This nucleus is also interesting because the feeding of its 186 -excited states from two different parents, namely, Re (by decay) and 186 (by electroncapurée and decay).
Sarnariurn 7 152 an&Gadoliniurn-15 11- Figure 2 shows that Sm 152 and Gd15 fall outside the theoretical curve predicted by DF This indicates that a more careful study of these nuclei is needed. In addition, in both nulides a 2+ level will very: likely be found near the 1k-second excited:state.
(d) These twd nuclei, fall outside the experimental curve, as is shown in Fig. 1 .. This. is piobably because both the 6+ and 4-i-levels are not well assigned, or because these nuclei have some intrinsic property that makes their behavior different from the general trend.
A careful study Of, their excitedlevels is 61e,arly indicated.
-ii- 1Ia11mann, reference li). 
